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Background

People of African/Caribbean and Asian descent are significantly over-represented on waiting lists for organ transplantation, reflecting a relatively high need but low donation rate, leading to a particular shortage of well-matched organs. This research programme responds to the recommendation of the Organ Donation Taskforce (2008) for work to be undertaken to understand how best to encourage consent to donation, particularly from the black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) group population.

Aim

To increase the acceptability and rates of deceased donation among minority ethnic groups and thus reduce waiting times for transplantation.

Objectives

(a) To identify barriers to organ donor registration and the characteristics of effective community interventions.
(b) To identify requirements for increasing family consent to donation among the BAME population.
(c) To develop and evaluate a training package to enhance communication and support provided to ethnic minority families in intensive care units (ICUs).

Methods: community studies and registration as an organ donor

Study 1: systematic review of the barriers to organ donor registration

A systematic literature search was conducted to identify current knowledge of barriers to deceased organ donation among minority ethnic groups. Following appraisal of relevance and quality, 26 studies were retained (14 quantitative and 12 qualitative studies). These were integrated and synthesised around five key emerging issues: (1) level of awareness and knowledge regarding deceased donation and registration as a donor; barriers to registration arising from (2) faith and cultural beliefs; (3) bodily concerns; (4) willingness to discuss donation/registration with family members; and (5) trust in doctors and the health system.

Study 2: focus group study of attitudes and beliefs relating to registration as a donor

This study aimed to identify the reasons for a continuing low level of knowledge about both need for organ donation among minority ethnic groups and how to register as a donor, and to examine the variations in beliefs and attitudes to donation between and within ethnic groups.

A total of 22 focus groups were held in six multiethnic areas of London with 228 participants from six ethnic/faith groups (who identified as West African Christian, black Caribbean Christian, Indian Sikh, Indian Hindu, Pakistani Islamic and Bangladeshi Islamic). There were separate focus groups for older people (> 40 years) and younger (18–40 years), and for men and women among older South Asian people.
Study 3: systematic review of effective community interventions

This study identified the characteristics of effective interventions in increasing knowledge or rates of sign-up to the Organ Donor Register (ODR) among ethnic minorities in the UK and North America. Following appraisal of relevance and quality, 18 studies were available for synthesis, of which all but one were conducted in the USA.

Key findings: community studies

- The focus groups indicated that, despite national donation campaigns focusing specifically on minority ethnic groups, the majority had little awareness and knowledge. This was explained by ethnic minorities’ perception of campaign images and messages as lacking relevance for them, reflecting their lack of a prior stock of knowledge regarding deceased donation, perceptions of transplantation as a ‘white’ issue and beliefs in the bodily strength of their own ethnic group. The importance of specific factors in limiting perceived ‘relevance’ was, however, shown to vary in relation to ethnicity/faith, age and socioeconomic position.
- Key beliefs that may constrain registration were identified as faith and cultural beliefs regarding permissibility, concerns about the body being cut, lack of willingness to talk with family about donation and lack of trust in health professionals and the health system. For the small number of people who were further along the registration pathway, the main constraint to registering was inertia attributed to the other priorities in their lives.
- A very small number were certain they had registered, with larger numbers being uncertain if they had checked the box indicating willingness to join the ODR.
- The synthesis of interventions identified the greater effectiveness of community education campaigns compared with media campaigns alone. Key characteristics of effective educational interventions were delivery in familiar community settings, a strong interpersonal element and presentation by trained lay individuals, together with the availability of immediate access to registration.

Methods: hospital studies and consent to donation

Two studies were undertaken at five NHS trusts to identify staff views regarding family consent to donation and current policies and practices, whereas a third study aimed to identify the perceptions and experiences of bereaved ethnic minority families.

Study 1: interview and observational study at five NHS trusts

This examined the attitudes and practices of ICU staff and hospital chaplains of different faiths in relation to communication and support provided to ethnic minority families, which has been identified as influencing consent decisions. It was based on observation of the activities of the ICU and work of the specialist nurses for organ donation (SNODs) and semistructured tape-recorded interviews with ICU consultants, junior doctors, SNODs, senior and bedside nurses, and hospital chaplains.

Study 2: ethics discussion groups with staff

Ten discussion groups were held with ICU staff and members of the local Organ Donation Committee facilitated by Professor Bobbie Farsides to identify views and practices regarding donation and ethnicity, and to discuss key ethical issues raised. Taped discussions were fully transcribed, coded and analysed thematically.
Study 3: interviews with bereaved families from black and minority ethnic groups

This study aimed to identify those aspects of end-of-life care and support that families particularly valued or viewed negatively, as well as other influences on their donation decision. The study aimed to interview 24 families from minority ethnic groups: 12 who consented to organ donation and 12 who did not consent to organ donation. However, restrictions on recruitment meant that, despite attempting different approaches, we were only able to conduct semistructured interviews with 13 consenting families drawn from a range of minority ethnic groups.

Key findings: hospital studies

- Intensive care unit staff often lacked confidence in communicating with ethnic minority families, particularly at times of emotional distress, with bedside nurses most commonly identifying a need for training. Key areas of concern for staff were varying forms of emotional expression, faith and cultural beliefs and practices, managing large families, and language and communication. These, therefore, formed central elements of the training package.

- The significant proportion of consent discussions that continue to be undertaken by the clinician alone rather than through a collaborative discussion with SNODs was explained by clinicians’ beliefs in their own expertise and responsibility, a lack of trust in SNODs’ expertise, the culture of the ICU and lack of formal requirement to engage in recommended collaborative discussions, together with the particular uncertainties and requirements of donations after cardiac death that influenced clinicians’ desire to manage these cases themselves.

- Hospital chaplains’ perception of their role and involvement in end-of-life care identified members of this group as a potential resource in supporting families during end-of-life care, although there were varying views regarding involvement in donation discussions and in the availability for those with only part-time hospital appointments.

- Only consenting families could be interviewed and these 13 families were very positive about the communication and support that they received and the lack of pressure to make a decision. However, most of these families would have appreciated an update from SNODs to know whether or not the recipients were healthy and able to get on with their lives.

Methods: intervention development and evaluation

Focus and content of package

The digital versatile disk (DVD) was informed by the theory of planned behaviour (TPB). It aimed to change behavioural intentions and practices, thus enhancing the quality of cross-cultural communication and support through changes in attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioural change. It had a medical presenter and 12 ‘talking heads’ comprising doctors, nurses, hospital chaplains, patients and families.

The DVD begins with a brief introduction to ethnic minorities in the UK, focusing on their heterogeneity and history, and then focuses on five key social aspects of interactions [termed the Donation, Transplantation and Ethnicity (DonaTE) dimensions] identified in the hospital studies as presenting particular challenges for staff. These are responding to families’ emotional expression; faith and cultural beliefs; difficulties of language and communication; managing extended family and visitors; and responding to families’ anxieties and concerns about organ donation. The talking heads describe the range of beliefs and responses that they commonly encounter in relation to each DonaTE dimension and provide examples of good practices. This is followed by a short drama that gives an in-depth view of these issues for families. An accompanying workbook identifies the key messages and encourages personal reflection and plans.
**Evaluation**

This comprised three components: (1) a brief feedback questionnaire completed at the end of sessions; (2) an evaluation of changes in staff attitudes and practices based on TPB questionnaires completed at baseline and 3 months; and (3) an evaluation of changes in consent rates by ethnic minority families between study sites and non-study hospitals in the same region based on 12-month NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) activity data.

**Key findings: evaluation of intervention**

- Feedback from all grades of ICU staff was very positive.
- The before-and-after evaluation identified a significant positive effect on attitudes but no significant effect over the 3-month period on subjective norms and perceived behavioural change.
- Consent rates increased across both intervention and non-intervention sites over the 12-month period with a greater increase among ethnic minority families. However, the increase was not significantly higher compared with white families or for intervention compared with control sites, with this possibly reflecting broader changes across all hospitals in the study regions.
- The DVD was nominated for the national Learning on Screen Awards 2014 and was highly commended.

**Implications for policy and practice**

1. Community interventions require to be informed by the populations’ ‘stage of change’ and particular faith/cultural beliefs, and would often benefit from greater use of personalised case studies and for messages to be delivered by trained lay individuals or community representatives in familiar settings. Achieving actual registration may also require multiple interventions that reinforce each other over a period of time and, when possible, an immediate opportunity to register, such as through the availability of cards and a ‘post box’ to place in surgeries, places of work or at community/faith organisations.

2. Many focus group participants, particularly of Caribbean origin, wished to discuss organ donation and joining the ODR with a practice nurse or general practitioner and to have access to registration at general practices. The feasibility and cost-effectiveness of this primary care-based approach could be piloted.

3. The views of Islamic faith leaders regarding organ donation have an important influence on the views practices of the older generation, with a need to achieve a consensus regarding permissibility and associated guidance (fatwa).

4. Many people were uncertain whether or not they had checked the relevant donation box on their driving licence, Boots Advantage Card or passport application and preferred a donor card. The provision of a card could act as confirmation of being on the ODR.

5. There is a need to ensure that campaigns address the particular beliefs and concerns of different minority ethnic groups, while the spatial targeting of campaigns would be assisted by more complete recording of ethnicity in relation to registration as a donor (only 18% of registrations now have ethnicity recorded).

6. Addressing clinicians’ views and concerns regarding ‘collaborative requesting’ and developing consensus-based guidance regarding donation after circulatory (or cardiac) death donations is likely to increase clinicians’ willingness to involve SNODs with families at an early stage.

7. Hospital chaplains’ role in supporting families in ICUs could be developed with appropriate training and form a resource to address concerns about organ donation at both a hospital and community level.
8. Members of the ethics discussion groups valued the opportunity to discuss sensitive issues in a safe and constructive setting, including different approaches to increasing donor numbers, particularly of BAME groups. The general view was that staff working in ethically challenging areas should be given a regular opportunity to discuss and reflect on practice in a confidential and non-judgemental setting. An example is the successful introduction of Schwartz Centre Rounds® (The Schwartz Center for Compassionate Healthcare, Boston, MA, USA), which allow NHS staff to get together once a month to reflect on the stresses and dilemmas that they have faced while caring for patients. See [www.gov.uk/government/news/expansion-of-groundbreaking-scheme-to-support-nhs-staff](http://www.gov.uk/government/news/expansion-of-groundbreaking-scheme-to-support-nhs-staff).

9. The DonaTE training package was designed for use as part of ICU induction or ongoing education delivered by SNODs or by critical care networks to increase the cultural confidence and competence of junior ICU staff. Interest in the core DVD has also been shown by community organisations to increase knowledge and trust in donation and by hospital chaplains to increase knowledge of issues of ethnicity and organ donation. The DVD is available on the National Institute for Health Research YouTube (YouTube, LLC, San Bruno, CA, USA) channel: [www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueaR6XYkeVM&feature=youtu.be](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueaR6XYkeVM&feature=youtu.be).

**Implications for further research**

1. A greater emphasis in the UK on the evaluation of community campaigns is required to increase knowledge of the most effective formats and forms of delivery for different groups in the population.
2. Identifying the stage on the ‘donation pathway’ of different ethnic groups, and variations in beliefs by age, faith, socioeconomic status and country of origin is important for effective targeting. Data could be obtained by a large purpose-designed survey or adding questions to existing national surveys.
3. A better understanding of the interaction of age, ethnicity and socioeconomic status on organ donor registration may be achieved through electronic surveys conducted among employees at different levels of large organisations, such as the Civil Service or commercial companies.
4. Increased understanding of the reasons for non-consent to donation among ethnic minority families could be achieved through secondary analysis of the more detailed information now recorded by SNODs on reasons for refusal. Primary research could also be undertaken if NHSBT is able to give permission to approach bereaved families on a retrospective basis.
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